
GCE - UNIT 2 – TEXT IN THEATRE – WJEC

GUIDANCE FOR ANSWERING: QUESTION (a)
(a) As a designer, explain and justify your ideas on how you would use lighting to create mood in this extract.  In your answer you should refer to:
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• This is a DESIGN question - you will discuss your choice of period, the performance style and your lighting ideas to create atmosphere in the 
extract.

• Once you have found the extract in question. FOCUS ENTIRELY ON THAT EXTRACT.
• Go straight to answer the question ‘As a designer, I will perform the play in the period xxxx ... unlike the original period of ... because ...’ Give a 

sentence giving the context of the extract and place the scene on the stage. Discuss the performance style you have chosen for your production 
and give a reason why. You can prepare this in advance.

• Focus entirely on how you as a lighting designer will reflect mood and atmosphere throughout the extract in question.
• Go through the beginning, middle and end of the scene, explain your lighting ideas in detail giving specific reasons of the atmosphere you are 

trying to convey. Quote from the text – ‘On the words .... we will slowly fade the light... ‘
• Use as much terminology as you can (look at the terminology sheets that have been prepared for you). You do not need to discuss lamps, but you 

should discuss colour, intensity of light, percentage of light, which part of the stage is lit, will you cross‐fade, or fade slowly? etc. to show that you 
as a designer know exactly how to create atmosphere in the extract.

• DO NOT discuss sound, costume, hair and make‐up or props as the question does not require it.
• DO NOT discuss other scenes of the play. The question does not ask for that.
• Complete the extract with a light cue to show that you understand how to end an extract before moving on to the next scene. 
• Remember that this is a 10‐mark question and therefore time yourself carefully.

• your chosen period

• your chosen performance style

• how your lighting ideas reflect the mood of the extract. 

TOP TIPS
Make sure you enter the exam with a definite idea of period, stage, style, lighting and sound, set and props, costume, hair and make‐up and what 
atmosphere you want to create throughout the play. The question may ask about any of these elements.


